In the Name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful

Genocide/Holocaust of Muslims by Muslims
By Irshad Mahmood – Director, Siraat-al-Mustaqeem Dawah Centre
Victims of Unjust Treatments are a lot, some are visible, while others are hidden and nobody knows how people are
being mistreated and their generations were destroyed. Many times Genocide/Holocaust of Muslims is done by
Muslims, but nobody is ready to listen or believe and minorities and weak & oppressed are being wiped out in slow
motion. It is common practice among many people, that they blame others for all the things gone wrong while if
something goes right, it is hundred percent due to his/her efforts. Also, Mischiefs/Oppressions could be done by those
religious scholars who exploit Muslims to come to the street violently by taking the laws in their own hands, since they
do not understand the wisdom of the Quraan, which teaches love not war.
Many Muslim Countries are engaged in Genocide/Holocaust of Muslims by Muslims and wiping out minorities and
weak & oppressed. Whoever comes in full power tries to wipe out others. Sometime you see someone is in power from
minorities, but under him/her all teams are using him like as a puppet which general public don’t understand. The
moments he/she deviates from their hidden secret agenda, that will be his/her end of life. Sometimes minorities or their
loved ones are in open air hostage although loved ones do not understand it, since they are freely moving and
enjoying their lives, but that is because of their hidden plan and so these minorities don’t have any choice other than to
allow others to keep doing wrong, robbing countries, etc.
When Qaid-e-Azam, Muhammad Ali Jinnah founder of Pakistan got sick, he was sent to Ziarat on faulty train and
leaving him there to die in pain so that no one knows what happened to him and how painfully he died. Later all the
proofs were destroyed so that in future no one can find the clue.
When Liaquat Ali Khan first Prime Minister of Pakistan were shot all the proofs had been wiped out. BUT when Nawaz
Sharif or other Political leaders get sick they go for treatment to UK or USA etc.
Pakistan is a real mess from Very Top to extreme Bottom and need right treatment from extreme Top to Bottom NOT
reverse. In reverse gear you cannot drive on the highway with full speed otherwise your vehicle may broke down. Also
no standard aircraft flies in reverse gear, they don't have any. No birds fly in reverse direction either.
Basic FORMULA must be First deal with GIGANTIC Crocodiles Alligators who had wiped out all the treasures of
Government of Pakistan, then deal with little snakes, Scorpios etc.
Let us start from the birth of Pakistan. When Hindustan got divided into India and Pakistan on 14-AUG-1947, that is
actually division of Muslims to make them more and more weak and later Pakistan got divided into Bangladesh &
Pakistan on 16-DEC-1971 to make Muslims weak even more. Muslims are being divided more and more and many
times it is because of Hypocrites within us. We must analyze in detail to find real beneficial of it, definitely not those
who are in minority or weak and oppressed. Re-Analyze again to find out, who are in vast majority in Defense, in
Government and Semi-Government, of course not those who are in minority or weak and oppressed.
Unjust Operations Breaks Countries/Regions and creates Kiosks around the Globe. Unjust treatments were done with
Muslims of India by Hindus/Sikhs and it was broken in August 1947. Unjust operations were done with Bangladeshis in
March, 1971 and in December, 1971 they got separated. Unjust operations by US on Iraq because of false allegations
of holding Weapons of Mass Destructions in Iraq, in reality US have world largest WMD and they created great
preplanned kiosk in Iraq, due to US hidden secret agenda. Unjust operations are being laid out to many Cold Genocide
Victims, and many false allegations are being carried out against them including Muslims doing against weak and
oppressed fellow Muslims. First Step must be “Start with True Justice with all”.
Practical example of unjust you may find in many countries around the globe including in many Muslim Countries.
Many minorities are being treated unjustly in mass scales with full force from majority groups or from those who are in
powers and have full controlled on media as well. Preplanned false allegations are cooked using modern technology
against those who don’t have their own voice/media/power etc., while real criminals take lots of money on insurance
etc. and run away or scape to western countries etc., (JISKI LATHI US KI BHAINS). Unjust and Biased Operations
are being carried out again and again against week and oppressed to wipeout them, sometime in slow motion
while other time in fast motion. Just check in Defense, Police, Security and Public Sectors etc. at all levels, who are
in majorities taking around 90% of positions or more at each level. If International Media and UNO take open
interviews from those million people who are victims and are ready to testify, they will sure get answers. BUT
unfortunately it is almost impossible for minorities to go and report for being victimized by majority or those who are in
power, where might is right is the law, and no justice can be done. If this is the situation then wait for Allah’s
punishment which may come and give them tough lessons. People have not yet taken lessons from disasters like

Cruel Rulers, Tornado, Hurricane, Typhon, Tsunami, Earth Quake and Floods etc. BUT still people believe that they
will go to heaven because of their blind faith or just reciting Sahada and eventually go to heaven. Those who have full
control on Defense, Police, Judiciary, Bureaucrat etc., MAY NOT do true justice against week and oppressed
and perhaps they are Real Criminals & Enemy of Humanity and have hidden secret agenda to get big huge
money from all around including insurance money etc., and on the day of judgment Allah will catch them, but
that will be too late for repentance.
Tahseen Shah (tah67@hotmail.com) reported:
Do you really think Altaf Hussain gives a f*** about Pakistani nationality? Be honest!.
I am not MQM member neither I support Altaf. In my opinion he is a joker but that is beside the point.
What he said about Pakistan, I totally agree with him.
Let me share a short experience with you. It will not surprise any wise man.
My family was in East Pakistan during 1971. Pakistan had done enough injustice to East Pakistan to the point where
Bengalis wanted separation. They would go on strike and close their shops but Biharis would oppose and did not want
to break Pakistan.
Bengalis started killing Biharis as a result and Biharis were anxiously waited for Pakistan Army to arrive to rescues
them.
When Pakistan Army arrived in East Pakistan, Biharis were filled with Euphoria and young boys including my eldest
brother (who was 16 at that time) were ready to join Pakistan army to save the partition of Pakistan, to thwart
Bangladesh movement.
My father locked my elder brother up in the room and advised him not to join Pakistani Army as he knew about them to
misuse Biharis against Bengalis. So my brother could not go but his remaining friends did go with Pakistan army.
Soon Biharis noticed that Pakistan Army had indulged themselves in enjoyment with women. Bengali chicks and Bihari
chicks as well. To them both Biaharis and Bengalis were the same.
In the meantime (I don't know how much time had elapsed) my brother met one of his friends who had escaped
Pakistani army and was not in good shape/health. Friend told my brother that Pakistani Army would put these young
boys in the front line and at night in the barrack would ass rape them. My brother could not believe this. Soon
enough Indian Army intervened and Pakistani army surrendered.
Now Biharies real ordeal began and they were totally cutoff and raped by Mukti Bahini and Bengali Muslims. Many
Biharies then fled to Bihar. Indian Government (Indra Gandhi) knew that illegally these people have crossed the border
but simply ignored and let them come back and settle in Bihar (India). Also many people including my brother noticed
on few occasions that Indian army saved Biharies from the hands of Bengalis and from the hand of Mukti Bahini.
I asked my brother few years ago the differences between Pak Army and Indian Army (because he was in the middle
of this whole chaos). He replied that Indian army was very professional. Pakistani army was not. (The same man who
was ready to join Pak army, the same boy who was filled with the fervor now hates Pakistani Army).
Then left over Biharies were shifted to Haji Camp (In Chittagong), a very small camp where life is impossible. Where
people perhaps wait for their deaths?
Now I come to the real point. My family was also shifted to Haji Camp around 1972 or 1973. During the time of
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, Pakistan had agreed to bring those people to Pakistan. After this announcement those Biharies
frantically started filling out application forms to go to Pakistan. My father also did. But each time he got no response.
When they would go to check whose application was approved, each and every time those people who were Punjabis,
their applications were approved.
My brother and few other Biharies noticed this pattern and my brother filled out two application forms where he
indicated that his house is in Punjab, (Somehow through his friends in the camp, he was able to learn some areas in
Punjab and some companies in Punjab).
Guess What? Just after a week both applications were approved. And that is how our family moved to Pakistan.
The remaining Biharies are still in that Haji Camp. Those people who opposed the separation of Pakistan.
This is the reality of your Pakistan. Call me a Hindu, call me a liar, I don't care.
Above is what reported by Tahseen Shah (tah67@hotmail.com)

Search on internet Google and YouTube, you will sure find many true stories like these.
Documentary on Bangladesh, 'The Masters of Merciless Mayhem'
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXArcPcZNg8
Genocide by Bengalis.... The untold story of 1971. Dastak Ep243
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zwvRStHbJz8&feature=youtu.be
1971 Bangladesh genocide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1971_Bangladesh_genocide
Rape during the Bangladesh Liberation War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rape_during_the_Bangladesh_Liberation_War
1971 killing of Bengali intellectuals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1971_killing_of_Bengali_intellectuals
Bangladesh Genocide Archive
http://www.genocidebangladesh.org
Bangladesh war: The article that changed history
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-16207201
Staggering Statistics on Muslims Killing Muslims
https://muslimstatistics.wordpress.com/2013/04/18/staggering-statistics-on-muslims-killing-muslims
International Media must play an active role on promoting the truth and brought into attention if any unjust is
happening around the globe regardless of any discrimination.
Disasters (e.g. Earthquake, Tsunami, Flood, Cyclone, Hurricane, Tornado, Corruptions, Cruel & Unjust Rulers, Cruel &
Unjust Nations etc. in the Land are because of Peoples own Deeds, since they are not taking guidance from the
Quraan, (Ref: Al_Quraan_030.041). Disaster gets more and more Killer, after an Informer (Warner) arrives in a town
(city / country), (Al_Quraan_007.094).
Nobody is perfect and pointing fingers on others is actually pointing three fingers yourself. Stop doing the Great
Mistake that “I am Right”. Stop making fun of others, since you don’t know who is closer to Allah, (Ref:
Al_Quraan_049.011). Stop neglecting the Quraan (true book of guidance) and start taking guidance from it, (Ref:
Al_Quraan_002.001-005). Blindly believing on Scholars is Shirk, so verify them from the Quraan, (Ref:
Al_Quraan_009.031, 004.059). Allah never destroys any good nation, (Ref: Al_Quraan_011.116-117).
Acquiring knowledge is compulsory on every Muslim men and women, BUT unfortunately when comes to understand
the Quraan, vast majority of Muslims have no time to read the Quraan with understanding. They don’t do their
homework first and blame Scholars (Ulemaas, Muftees etc.) for these.
How come a Muslim is still a True Muslim even after cheating, raping, robing people, doing all kind of unjust
crimes without repenting permanently, when the Quraan say NO.
Hypocrites Recites the Quraan BUT practices something else:
Quraanic Fatawa: Those who do not judge from the Quraan are disbelievers, unjust/wrong-doers and
transgressors / rebels, (regardless of Muslims Rulers or those who are in power/majority, etc.), (Ref:
Al_Quraan_005.044-047). Just check them in Defense, Police, Security and Public Sectors etc. at all levels.
Allah Never Destroys any Good Nation, (Ref: Al_Quraan_011.116-117). Do not turn out people from their
homes, (Ref: Al_Quraan_002:084). Saving a Life is like Saving the Whole World, (Ref. Al_Quraan_005.032).
There is NO Compulsion in Religion, (Ref: Al_Quraan_002:256).
Non-Practicing Muslims are like ASS / Donkey carrying books, (Ref: Al_Quraan_062.005).
If Quraan cannot convince you nothing will, (Ref: Al_Quraan_040.004, 047.024).
Read Al-Quraan, the Miracle of Miracles and free from contradictions and errors.
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